Abstract

Rapid developments in hardware and software based connected devices with communication technologies introduce Internet-of-things (IoT). In recent year, IoT gained enormous popularity and used vastly in a variety of applications. IoT represents the new forms of communication such as between human and things, and between two things. At present era IoT concepts are highly influence by creating a new dimension in the internet world. Intelligent processing and analysis of big data is the key to developing smart IoT applications. Such applications are logistic, transportation, agriculture, healthcare, and environment. Increasing the use of internet and external factor of environment are caused dynamic change in IoT system. The use of smart environments in the delivery of a pervasive care is the research topic that has witnessed increasing interest in recent years. These smart environments aim to deliver pervasive care through ubiquitous sensing by monitoring the occupant’s activities. In order to provide smarter environment, their need to be implement IoT with machine learning. In recent year, machine learning technique have been used widely because of its technologies such that identification, extraction, classification, regression and forecasting. Machine learning exploring historical data
from camera and sensors and perform techniques which improve the lifespan of network. In this paper, we build survey on existing research work carried out for various applications of machine learning to IoT. We summarize techniques and tools for IoT and also their benefits and limitations. Using a summarized data we also look for different future challenges. The aim of this paper is to survey different IoT technologies to assist the people to live in a smart environment.
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